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Elastic neutron scattering experiments performed on single crystals of

IVdl.sBat.sCusOe+v reveal succe_ive antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering of the Ct, ._"
spins. The as grown single crystals show an AF structure characterized by a Ne_l tem-
perature TNI " 390K and a magnetic wave vector (1/2 1/2 0) referring to the tetrag-
onal structure of NdBa2CusOe. As the temperature is lowered below T,v2 " 150K, a
spin reorientation develops and a second AF ordering with (1/2 1/2 1/2) wave vector
is stabilized. When the samples are oxTgena_ed the tetragonal symmetry and the
Nedl temperature Tzvt retain unchanged, whereas the spin reorientation at Tlv2 is

suppressed. The results indicate that th_ Nd/Ba suhst!t,..:ion increases the stability of
the tetragonal structure upon the oxygen content. This may induce new possibilities
of local oxygen ordering that favour the pr_ence of holes in the deficient !=y_r.

Introduction the chain and the plane ordering at the same tem-
lt is well known t-4 that two types c,f antifer- perature as high as 380 K. This behaviour was

romagnetic ordering of Cu spins have been ob- suggested a to result from possible IVd/Ba substitu-
served in single crystal_ of Yl_a2C_sOe+v and tion which is known e to reduce the superco_Lduc-
NdBa2CusOs+y. The first AF tr_,tsition at TNl is tivity. In this work we present a neutron study
characterised by a wave vector (,/2 _/2 0) referring of the Nd/Ba substitutio_ effects on the magnetic
to the tetragonal che'nical cell Pf/tamm made of ordering of the Cu spins in the deficient layer.
fully oxygenated bilayers of Ca02 planes sepa-areal Experiments
by oxygen deficient layers also called 'chain' lay- The neutron scattering experiments were car-
era. This first transition involves ordered ,_u spins ried out at Saclay's Orphee Reactor. The nuclear

in the CuO_ bilayers and disordered Cu spins in str_cturer were determined on the four-circle diffrac-
the 'chain' layers. The second AF transition at tometer 5C2 using neutron wavelength of 0.833 ._.
TN_ < TA't, _s characterized by a magnetic wave The magnetic measurments were performed o_ the
vector (1/2 1/2 I/2). lt corresponds to an ordering triple-axis spectrometers lT and 4F2 using 13.6
of *,he Cu spins in the oxygen deficient layer and meV inciden_'_ neuron energy. Pyrolytic graphite
to ,: reorientation of the Cu spins in the bilayers. PG(002) wa:_ u_d as monochromator and analyzer

lt is currently considered that as y is increased, the with appropriate collimation_ and PG filters. The
oxygen goes randomly int,_ the deficient layer where spectrometers were equiped with a displex refregi-
the Cu + are gradually transformed into Cu ++ lead- rator or a vaccum furnace /br low or high temper-
ing to a larger average moment per 'chain' Cu and ature studies. The single crystak were grown using
to a stro:_ger coupling. One thus would expect to the __ppropriate starting composition of BaCO3 ,
see an enhancement of the ordering temperature Nd_Os and CnO. The mixture was heated up to

TN_ with increasing y. In fact recent studies z on about 1200°C in a Pt crucible. In the present work

NdBa_CusOe+_ have shown that both T_t and we focus on the particular stable composition _ 336
TN_ axe continuously reduced as y is increased but i.e Nd_.sBa_.sCusOe._. We have used two singles
furtherwork_ on the Co substitutionwith the Cu crystalsfrom the same batch. Sample A of about

chain has revealed an important enhancement of 0.6 x 1.2 x 2.4 rnm _ has been annealed in oxygen
the chain ordering temperature.Moreover samples at 550"C for ,',0hours while sample B was used

of NdBa_CusOs+_ have been r_pcrted4 to have as grown,

'_ _,_ _'_ - .
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Results and discussions , Nd 1 _Bal.sCu306. v

' To characterize the Nd/.Ba substitutibn and the : . " ,
oxygen content of our samples, we have determined

chemical compositions. In the re_nement of the 0 [[/2 1./2 2] laS ,0r0wrt 1
structuralparameters the Nd sitewas found fully v lt/2 I/23/'2]kas grown)
occupied,while the occupationof the Ba sitewan 800
found to be largerthan one. We have alsofound

a high occupancy of the O(I) sitein comparison _ 800 -
with the largest occupancy in the tetragonal phase "_ 0
of YBCO. These resultsclearlyindicatethat re- =

garding the oxygen content,the t_ragonal phase
has a larger stability in Ndt.sBat.sCusOt_.v than _ 44]0
it has in YBCO. The tendency to form Cu-O

chains at large y is reduced by the Nd/Ba sub-

stitution.From these measurements we have es- 200 1
tablished with good reliability factors R = 0.052 | ,
and R_ = 0.058, the compositions for crystal A
as Nd(Bat.4eNd.s4)Cu30_.ss and for crystal3 an 0 •

Nd(Bat.soNd.so)CusOe.sg. Regarding the Nd/Ba [..I l ' '
substitution,both crystalsare found very closeto 0 I00 200 300 4_00

the nominal composition 336, however they have Temperature[K]
quitedifferentoxygen contentas expected from the

heat treatment. Temperature variation oi the integrate_ intensity o[
We have searched formagnetic Bragg peaks of the magnetic Bragg reflections in the as grouln

the kind (1/2 1/2 l) with both integer and half and 02-anne_e.d Ndt.sBat.sCu3Os.v.
integerI. We have found that both samples show

a long range antiferromagneticorder.However the We have no evidence of art orderingof the

oxygenated sample A exhibitsintegerI magnetic rareearthmoment Naln+, which could influencethe
Cu spin reorientationas reported7 for Nd2CsO,_.

Bragg peak only belo_,_the Neel temperature at Clearlytheseresults,alongwith the factthat crys-
about 390 K and down to 9 K, whereas the nn tallinestructureremains unchanged under oxygens-

grown crystalB show integralI peaks at hi&h lion,indicatethat the mechanism associatedwith

temperature and haft integral I peaks at low tem- the drastic reduction of the Cu spin reorientation
perature. A continuous trannfer of the magnetic must be found in the partition of the charge car-
intensityfrom integralto _ndl"integralI peaks oc- riersbetween the plane and the chain layers.We
dun around 150K. In the figurewe show the suggestthat the ecJarged stabilityof the tetragonal

temperature variationof the integratedintensityof structure,for some localO2 ordering,favoursthe

the magnetic Bragg peak (I/2 1/2 2) for the oxy- presence of holes in the deficient layer. These holes
genated sample A and for the as grown sample B would reduce the average moment per Cu chain and
we report on the same ti_n-e the variation of inte- then the stability of the second AF ordering.
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